Simultaneously overcome tumor vascular endothelium and extracellular matrix barriers via a non-destructive size-controlled nanomedicine.
Tumor vascular endothelium and extracellular matrix (ECM) as the major barriers of anticancer nanomedicine greatly limited the anticancer efficacy of treatment, but few strategies were available to overcome them simultaneously. Thus, herein a strategy was presented to utilize reversible vasodilatation effect of nitric oxide (NO) and size-controlled characteristic of ultrasound responsive liposome (URL) to construct a non-destructive nanomedicine, which was able to cross both obstacles simultaneously. In this work, URL was built as a carrier via forming a gas layer between lipid bilayer to encapsulate small particles PAMAM@DOX (PD, ~10nm) and NO donation-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO). Under ultrasound (US) stimulation, GSNO fastly generated NO that acting on tumor vascular smooth muscle, resulting in tumor vascular vasodilatation, meanwhile the URL lipid bilayer was destroyed, leading to release sharply of small nanoparticles PD. Combination vasodilatory effect of NO and size-controlled characteristic of URL allowed vast drugs to extravasate through endothelial gap and penetrate into tumor deep. Upon different types of cancers vary greatly in vascular structure, two distinctly different tumor, MCF-7 human breast carcinoma and MiaPaCa-2 human pancreatic carcinoma, were chosen to test the anticancer efficacy of URL. As a result, URL-based nanosystem was significantly more effective than the conventional liposome (CL) in tumor treatment, particularly in much less leaky MiaPaCa-2 tumor treatment (tumor therapeutic efficiency of URL/PD/GSNO+US increased by 32.5% and 56.5% compared to CL/DOX in MCF-7 and MiaPaCa-2 tumor treatment). This study offers a new method to enhance tumor drug accumulation along with minimal toxicity for future clinical cancer treatments.